Newaygo Middle School
Positive Behavior Support Matrix

Offices

& Safely

*Keep Calm *Sit properly in chair
*Keep hands, feet and
objects in your own
space

Hallways
*Slow down
*Walk on the right
side of the hallway
*Allow room for
others to pass
*Wait your turn

Restrooms

Cafeteria

Playground

Library/Lab

*Keep water in *Walk
*Wear
* Walk to destination
sink and toilet *Clean up spills appropriate
* Push in chairs
*Get in and out *Wait your turn clothing for the
quickly
weather
*Report problems
to playground
supervisor

Gym/ Locker
Rooms
*Use equipment
as instructed
*Report all
incidents and
injuries to staff

Bus
*Stay seated and
faced forward
*Enter and exit in an
orderly manner
*Report problems to
bus driver

* Sign in
*Patiently
wait your
turn

*Be prepared and on *Walk directly from *Flush toilets
time
one place to
*Turn off water
*Follow classroom
another
*Clean up after
rules and instructions *Use trash cans
yourself
*Give your best effort *Keep lockers
*Report graffiti,
*Ask for help when cleaned and locked disturbances or
needed
*Use quiet voices damage to staff
*Participate and
*Follow staff
remain attentive
directions

*Clean up after *Use equipment *Treat all materials
*Store personal
yourself
correctly
with care
items in assigned
*Eat first, then *Remain in
*Return books on time location
visit
designated areas *Clean up after
*Clean up after
*Follow
*Report conflict to yourself
yourself
directions from playground
*Visit only permitted *Be prepared and
all staff
supervisor
websites
on time
*Remain in
*Print with
*Treat all
designated areas
permission only
materials with
care

*Use your
manners
*Politely
state the
purpose of
the visit
*Use
appropriate
language

*Use manners
*Keep hands, feet *Honor privacy
*Be helpful to others and objects to
of others
*Value personal
yourself
*Use
space, differences and *Use your manners appropriate
opinions
*Avoid conflict with language and
*Be encouraging to others
volume
others
*Value belongings
*Use appropriate
and personal space
language
*Use appropriate
language

*Use your
*Include others *Keep food and drinks *Use appropriate *Use appropriate
manners
*Take turns and out
language and
language and
*Wait your turn share equipment *Use quiet voices
volume
volume
*Use appropriate *Play fair
*Use appropriate
*Encourage and *Value belongings
language and
*Use appropraite language
support others
and personal space
volume
language
*Value belongings and *Value belongings *Keep hands and
*Value
*Value belongings personal space
and personal
objects inside of the
belongings and and personal
space
bus
person space
space

Act Responsibly

Respect Others

Classrooms

*Follow procedures
*Keep space clean
*Keep all belongings
in backpack
*Be helpful and kind
to others
*Accept
consequences
without arguing

